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Michael J. Stover, Vice President of Operations Services
for Marathon Oil Corporation, to Retire
HOUSTON, Nov. 18, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Marathon Oil Corporation (NYSE: MRO) announced
today that Michael J. Stover, currently vice president of Operations Services, has elected to retire
effective Nov. 30 following nearly 30 years of service.
"Mike's many years of service to Marathon Oil and the industry have been marked by the highest
levels of professionalism, dedication and a commitment to advancing the responsible development of
oil and gas resources wherever our Company operates," said Lee M. Tillman, president and CEO of
Marathon Oil Corporation. "Mike's strong blend of operations, technical and planning experience has
been an important element of Marathon Oil's ongoing efforts to advance the improvement of our
operating efficiencies in both our conventional and unconventional resource plays while maintaining a
sharp focus on the Company's core values. We thank Mike for his many contributions to our success
and wish him and his family the very best in their retirement and future endeavors."
Stover earned a Bachelor of Science degree in petroleum and natural gas engineering from
Pennsylvania State University in 1986. He joined Marathon Oil that same year, initially as a
roustabout, followed by operations and reservoir engineering assignments for the Yates Field in West
Texas. In 1991, he transferred to the Company's international group in Houston and was responsible
for reservoir and economic studies for fields in Ireland, Tunisia and Norway.
From 1995 through 2000, Stover was located in Anchorage, Alaska, where he worked both
development and exploration projects associated with Marathon Oil's former operations on the Kenai
Peninsula. In 2000, he joined Marathon Oil's Corporate Strategic Planning group in Houston. In this
assignment, his responsibilities included business planning and corporate portfolio modeling to
support the reorganization of USX Corporation that led to the establishment of Marathon Oil
Corporation as a standalone company.
Following that assignment, Stover relocated to Aberdeen, Scotland, where he held the position of
European Business Unit Subsurface and Business Planning manager. In 2005, he relocated to Houston
where assumed the role of East Texas/North Louisiana asset manager. In 2006, his area of
responsibility was expanded to include Marathon Oil's Oklahoma oil and gas properties.
In 2009, he assumed the position of director of Central Evaluation and Financial Planning. In this role,
Stover was responsible for providing financial and portfolio analysis across the business enterprise. In
late 2011, he was named Mid-Continent Asset manager with responsibility for Marathon Oil's assets
and operations in Oklahoma, East Texas, North Louisiana and Colorado. In 2013, Stover was
appointed to his current position in which he has had oversight responsibility for Marathon Oil's project
development, reliability and engineering, subsurface technology, global supply chain, land and
commercial services, marketing, drilling and completions activities and corporate reserves.
For more information on Marathon Oil Corporation, visit the Company's website
at http://www.marathonoil.com.
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